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ABSTRACT

This thesis's motivation is awareness on artifact preservation and care complications in museum
display showcases particularly in tropical countries. For long-term artifact care, world renowned
museums utilise durable showcase designs with state-of-art security techniques. In Malaysia, the
climate, lack of expertise and knowledge in showcase design can exacerbate artifact
deterioration. A specific design guideline for display showcases must be imposed with 'The
Antiquity Act 1976' and ICOM (International Council of Museums) guideline. The literature in
museum study is extensive but few address this topic.

The 4 methods of measurement used are: structured interview with experts, on-site measurement
of showcases , display and environmental performance (light intensity, relative humidity and
temperature) on artifact preservation, post occupancy evaluation)lon-site observations and
questionnaires to measure visitors ' perception on the showcase displays. The 3 museums
selected are: Islamic Art Museum Malaysia, National Museum and Terengganu State Museum.
Display showcases selection entailed 3 inventory process; Inventory I (66 units), Inventory II (49
units) and Inventory III (35 units). The selection was made based on 5 factors that are: the
museums ' mission, selected 5 main artifacts, 2 showcase types (wall mounted and free standing),
display strategies and artifact categories. Main aspects evaluated: display showcase design,
accessories and materials, lighting, caption/text, artifact placement and showcase preservation.

The findings show each museum has different design characteristics like dimension, security
system, material, accessories and lighting that are suitable to the philosophy and objective of
each museum. It was concluded that the Islamic Art Museum Malaysia adheres more closely to
the ICOM standards for display showcases design and artifact care.

The findings on the preservation of sensitive and non-sensitive artifacts in the display showcases
at the three museums show that each museum has its own strengths and weaknesses in terms of
artifact placement, the placement of text/caption, position of lighting, the temperature, relative
humidity and light intensity readings plus visitors' comments and perception.

It is hoped that this thesis will produce a museum display design guideline for museums in
Peninsular Malaysia for 2 categories of sensitive artifacts and 3 categories of non-sensitive
artifacts will become a useful reference to curators, conservators and museum display showcase
designers in Malaysia.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study

1.1.1 Introduction

The preparation of a thesis on museum display in Malaysian museums is long

overdue. The displays of many museum collections have received inadequate

attention in the past, and in most cases, still receive inadequate attention. In fact,

probably more harm has been done to museum collections through improper display

than by any othe r means. It is crucial for the future of all museums, as the custodians

of a substantial part of manki nd's natura l and cultural heritage that steps be taken to

improve display pract ices and reduce deterioration in display showcases.

Most prob lems of inadequate collection display can be traced to a lack of funds,

know ledge, or resources, or any combination of these causes . Many museums lack

the funds to provide adequate display for their collections, or they spend their funds

on other things because of ill-defined roles. Many also lack the technical knowledge

about conservation , display system, or security needed to care properly for their

collections, And finally, numero us museums lack the technical and human resources

necessary to provide adequate care for their collections (Paine ,T.A. 2006, p.5)

Each year , in countries throughout the world , millions upon millions of people visit

museums . As result of growing interest in their collections and their work, the

number of museums of all kinds increases year by year. A visit to a museum is a

complete experience, to which every aspect contributes. Dirty toilets or offhand staff

or poor publications will spoi l the visit j ust as much as poor display, The public is

quite right to identify museum s with displays . Although museums do many other
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